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Rocks is a collection inspired by the beauty and uniqueness of 
those everyday rocks we encounter, while walking in the sand or 
bathing in the Caribbean Ocean. Rocks are the essence of it all  
and offer us a rich source of inspiration. We wanted to create  
our own Caribbean inspired rocks and integrate them within the  
tropical designs of our jewelry. The Rocks act as a source of 
amulets within the collection, our “good luck charms”, as we like  
to call them. Our atelier creates these unique fine silver rocks  
for each individual piece, making it extremely special and one of a 
kind. All of our rocks hold a different size and shape just like the 
rocks we collect. Our debut collection “Rocks” is composed of a  
total of 24 designs, which act as the base for these handmade pieces. 

ROCKS 
COLLECTION



01
SINGLE ROCK NECKLACE
large

18k gold adjustable 14” to 16” chain with fine silver large rock 
$1,150 (USD)



01
SINGLE ROCK NECKLACES
from right to left: large, medium, small, x-small

Large, 14” to 16” thicker chain — $1,150 (USD)       
Medium, 18” to 20” thin chain — $850 (USD)      
Small, 16” to 18” thin chain — $750 (USD)     
X-Small, 14” to 16” thin chain  — $650 (USD)

02
LONG PENDANT NECKLACE

14k 30” long gold chain with extra large fine silver rock 
$1,250 (USD)



03
MINI STONE NECKLACE
available in opal, aquamarine, citrine,  
garnet, peridot & moonstone  

18k 16” gold chain with mini 3mm fine silver stone charm  
$650 (USD)

04
COCO NECKLACE

14k 16” or 18” gold chain with five fine silver flat coco charms  
16” long — $550 (USD)     
18” long — $570 (USD)



05
ROCK CHOKER  

14k adjustable 11”–16” gold chain with medium fine silver rocks  
$1,600 (USD)

06
MINI ROCK CHOKER

14k adjustable 11”–16” gold chain with mini fine silver rocks  
$1,450 (USD)



07
NOY ROCK NECKLACE  

14k 36” gold chain with multi size fine silver rocks 
$2,600 (USD)

08
NOY MULTI NECKLACE
available in aquamarine, citrine, garnet,  
peridot, moonstone & multi color

14k 36” gold chain with fine silver rocks & charms with stones  
$2,350 (USD)



09
LARGE SILK ROCK WRAP
available in white, sand, silver, Caribbean blue,  
blush, guava, midnight blue, black,  
palm green, brown, wine & dark gray

40” long handmade silk ribbon with  
fine silver large rock & 14k gold details  
$550 (USD)



10
MINI SILK ROCK WRAP
available in white, sand, silver, caribbean blue,  
blush, guava, midnight blue, black, palm green,  
brown, wine & dark gray

40” long handmade silk ribbon with fine mini  
silver rock and optional 14k gold or silver details      
gold — $350 (USD)     
silver — $300 (USD)

11
ROCK STUDS

fine silver rocks on 14k gold ear posts & silver back piece  
$650 (USD)



12
MINI COCO STUDS

fine silver mini flat coco charms on 14k gold  
ear posts & back piece (sold individually)  
single — $200 (USD) 
pair — $400 (USD)

13
MINI ROCK STUDS

fine silver mini rocks on 14k gold  
ear posts & back piece (sold individually)  
single — $250 (USD) 
pair — $500 (USD)



14
MINI ROCK EARINGS

fine silver mini rock on 14k gold details &  
ear findings (approx. 1⁄2” in overall height)  
$550 (USD)

15
MINI ROCK & STONE EARINGS
available in aquamarine, citrine, garnet,  
peridot & blue moonstone

fine silver rocks on 14k details with  
mini 3mm stones on 14k gold details &  
ear findings (approx. 1” overall height)  
$675 (USD)



16
GREGORIAN STONE EARINGS
available in aquamarine, citrine, garnet,  
peridot & moonstone

fine silver 6mm stones on 14k gold details &  
ear findings (approx. 1⁄2” in overall height)  
$550 (USD)

17
GREGORIAN CHAIN EARINGS
6mm stone available in long or x-long with  
aquamarine, citrine, garnet, peridot & moonstone   
8mm stone avialable only in x-long with  
citrine, garnet or moonstone

approx. 3” long — approx 4” x-long in overall height      
long  — $825 (USD)      
x-long — $875 (USD)



18
ROCK CHAIN EARRINGS

fine silver hanging rocks on 14k gold chain & ear findings  
(approx. 3” long — approx. 4” x-long in overall height)     
long — $800 (USD)      
x-long — $850 (USD)

19
THREE TIER ROCK EARRINGS

three fine silver rocks on 14k gold details & ear findings  
(approx. 2 1⁄2” in overall height)  
$1,150 (USD)



20
WASHED AWAY ROCK EARRINGS
available in opal, aquamarine, citrine, garnet,  
peridot, blue moonstone & moonstone

fine silver rocks on 14k gold chain with  
3mm mini stones on 14k gold details  
& ear findings (approx. 4” in overall height)  
$1,500 (USD)

21
COCO CHAIN EARRINGS

fine silver flat coco charms on 14k gold  
chain & ear findings (approx. 4” in overall height)  
$875 (USD)



22
ROCK STUDS ON CHAINS
available in aquamarine, citrine, garnet,  
peridot & moonstone

fine silver rock studs with 4mm stones on 14k  
gold chain with silver back piece approx. 3 1⁄2” to 4” in height — 
earrings at the same length  
$1,250 (USD)

23
ROCK & STONE STUDS
available in aquamarine, citrine, garnet,  
peridot & moonstone

fine silver rock studs with single 6mm stone  
and mini rock on 14k gold chain (approx. 2 1⁄2” & 3 1⁄2” in overall 
height — earrings at different lengths)  
$1,200 (USD)



24
ROCK RINGS

fine silver rock on fine silver band  
$500 (USD) each



25
GEOMETRIC PATTERN
available in gold and gray

hand printed & sewn 35” x 35”  
pre-washed silk chiffon with raw selvage  
$400 (USD) each



ISA NOY is an iconic jewelry brand of Caribbean roots and 
inspiration. Our collection is a union of organic form and bold 
contemporary aesthetics. Each item is hand crafted to order  
by our Atelier and made exclusively of the highest quality gold,  
fine silver and precious stones.

The attention to detail and quality of material in each piece 
reinforces our mantra of active luxury—we want you to live  
in your jewelry not just wear it.

ISA NOY



ISANOY.COM


